
In this Sign

Miss Mary Swallen, R.N.

,

2960 Fiftyninth St., Gulfport,
Florida 33707.

Dear Mary:

-

I am writing to make a suggestion about the disposal of the
very valuable (I think) coin collection of your Father's. I suggest that
it be used to make amemorial to you: father and that it be done in con-
nection with the Centennial of Protestant Christianity in Korea.

Dr. Kyung Chik Han was here at Westminster Gardens a couple of weeks ago.
He is in this country raising money among Korean churches here for the
Centennial. He says that all Christians of all denominations, except the
Roman Catholics, are joining in a year long celebration which will begin
at Easter, 1984, and come to a grand climax and finale at Easter, 1985.

As you know, your Father gave the $900 which Graham Lee used to build
the first building for the Soongsil Academy and College. I think it would
be very appropriate and that it would be greatly appreciated by the
Koreans for some memorial to him to be made at the Centennial, in connec-
tion with Soongjun University (the present continuation of Soongsil
College) .

There are at least two possible ways of handling the memorial. The coins
could be kept as a separate collection of coins inmemory of Dr. Swallen
in the Christian Museum which is maintained by Soongjun University. Or
the coins could be sold (and the Koreans can get their true value much
better than you or I could) and the money used f<nr a memorial scholarship
in Dr. Swallen' s name. It would be appropriate to stipulate that in the
scholarship preference should be given to the sons and daughters of refugee
families from the north who come from the Kangsuh Circuit which your
father pastored all the years he worked in PY Station.




